
FABRIC 
 

First and foremost, you'll want to use high quality quilting cotton for your quilts. A few

examples include Art Gallery Fabrics, Moda, FIGO, Riley Blake and Robert Kaufman.

You can purchase these fabrics from your local quilt shop or an online store. A few of my

favorite online fabric shops include: Fabric Bubb, Cottoneer and  Lamb and Loom. That

being said, there are LOTS of online fabric shops to choose from!

Choosing fabric is a matter of personal preference. I may prefer a certain "look" and

someone else may want something entirely different. Think about the end result of the quilt.

I always like to answer the following questions before I get started on a quilt, so that I have

a clear direction of what my goals are. 
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how to choose

for Nighitngale

Who is it for?

Where is it going to "live?"

Is it seasonal?

Does I want it to match a certain theme?

Once I nail down these details, I proceed to choose my fabrics. I use a few different

approaches to this but here a few examples:

Use a collection.

Find color-way ideas on Pinterest.

Use a pre-made kit.

Start from scratch.

1.

2.

3.

4.

USE A COLLECTION
Fabrics are often released as a part of a collection. Fabric designers will create various

prints that go together and / or tell a story. Typically fabric collections have an even mix of

colors and scale. When you use fabrics that are all in the same collection, you know that

they will all work together. 

Many fabric designers have a distinctive "look." You may notice that you're able to mix and

match various collections that are designed by the same person. The size of a collection

can vary, but typically there are around 10-20 fabrics ... which is perfect for Nightingale!
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https://www.fabricbubb.com/
https://www.cottoneerfabrics.com/
https://lambandloomfabrics.com/
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FIND IDEAS ON PINTEREST
Pinterest is one of my favorite tools for finding color inspiration. You can search things like

"autumn color inspiration" or "vintage color palate" and you'll have hundreds, if not

thousands of results to search through! If you're looking for a place to start, I have a

Pinterest board specifically for my favorite color palates. Here are some examples:

Source: sikkenscolore.it Source: Inspired by Charm Source: creativerootsblog.com

Source: Louise Art Studio Source: Itakeyou Weddings Source: garmuri.com
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https://pin.it/6wRAl0s
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Starting from scratch can mean that you are starting from an inspiration point and

building on that, or it could mean that you a literally starting with a blank slate. 

Choosing fabrics can be very intuitive. Some people love this part and some people

hate it. Lean into what brings you joy and what you feel like is reflective of your own

unique style. Here are two of my favorite methods that I use to choose fabrics to fit my

own style.

USE A PRE-MADE KIT

Many fabric shops will carry quilt kits, which include

the exact amount of fabric needed to make that

quilt. I recommend all beginners to start here,

because it really takes out a lot of the "guess-work"

that goes into choosing your fabrics. You'll know

exactly how the end result will look, and you'll be

purchasing just the right amount of fabric. The kits

seen to the right is by Saltwater Fabrics. There is also

a list of kits on the Quilt Along page. 

START FROM SCRATCH

The Focal Print Method

The Three Color Method
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Choose a focal print, or a piece of fabric that you really really love, then pull colors

from that fabric. I did this with my Snow Cabin quilt, seen below. I started with this

adorable backing fabric and pulled my solids from those colors.

Snow Birds by Rae Ritchie

Snow Cabin

THE FOCAL PRINT METHOD

https://www.saltwaterfabrics.com/products/nightingale-quilt-kit?_pos=8&_sid=fc14750b9&_ss=r&variant=39602511773883
https://www.loandbeholdstitchery.com/blogs/quilt-alongs/nightingale-quilt-along-1
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This is my FAVORITE method. I use it all the time!  Start with 2-3 colors....this can be

seasonal colors, your favorite colors, or anything else that you might be inspired by. I've

found that if I use more than 3 colors, I start to stray from my "aesthetic." This is where

personal preference comes in. I know many quilters that use a wide range of colors and

their quilts look great. For me, the sweet spot is keeping my color ranges compact and

minimal. Experiment and see what you prefer! Once you have your colors, think about how

you can add other shades to make those colors "fade" into each other. By making sure that

the fabrics have a relationship to each other, you ensure that the palette is cohesive and

pleasing to the eye. In the example below, I used grays, purples and shades of peach. There

are one or two "odd ball" colors thrown in like the bright orange and gold. But for the most

part, I created a gradient with these fabrics, which makes everything seamless and calm.

Here are some ideas:

THE 3 COLOR METHOD

teal, pink, yellow

rust, purple, peach

red, blue, gray

Using more than three main colors can sometimes leave things feeling a bit chaotic for this

specific pattern. Also, consider that there are three main components of the Nightingale

block. Having a somewhat even split of all three colors will help with color and fabric

distribution when you go to create your blocks!



USING PRINTS
 

When combing prints that aren't in a collection, here are a few things to keep in mind:

Scale

Contrast 

Use of solids or negative space

Direction

You'll likely want a mix of small, medium and large scale prints. Using various scales of fabric

adds depth and interest so that your eyes have a place to rest. Using fabrics that are all the same

scale can make your quilt appear either too busy, or not interesting enough. Keep in mind the

finished size of the blocks for Nightingale. Again, since there are three main sections to a

Nightingale block, having even mix of print scales will help you to evenly distribute the fabrics

throughout the quilt. 

SCALE
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small scalemedium scalelarge scale
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It's generally recommended to use a mix of light, medium and dark contrast within your quilt. I've found

that this really comes down to personal preference and what you're trying to achieve. You can see in my

color palate below, there are a few high contrast colors .... but for the most part, everything else is

medium/light contrast. I sometimes also think of contrast as "saturation." When you are comparing

fabrics side by side, this is called the "value." Value is relative and is gauged in comparison with other

fabrics. I think that this color palette works because there is some negative space in the quilt (the white

background), but also because within each block, I tried to evenly mix light, medium and dark values.

There are a couple of blocks that overall have a low contrast, which are circled below. Some people like

to take a photo of their fabrics, then make the photo black and white to see if there's an even mix. 

When using prints, I usually like to add in some solids to break up the "busy-ness" and give the eye a place

to rest. That being said, since this quilt does have a background, the negative space also helps to break

everything up and give it all space to breathe. This also comes down to personal preference, but it's

something to consider!

CONTRAST

USE OF SOLIDS
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If you're feeling scrappy, consider using various background fabrics! Personally, I did this with my Scrappy

Nightingale and I love how much interest it adds! Below is also a mock-up of this same concept, and in

my opinion, it really adds to the homemade/vintagy feel. 

Since all of the background squares are the same, this makes math really easy! You can get 6

background squares per fat quarter and 7 background squares per 1/4 yard cut. So if you wanted to use

various low-volume/ off-white fabrics for the background, divide the total number of background squares

that you need by either 6 or 7, and that'll tell you how many FQ or 1/4 yards you need. You might have to

round up! 

It would also be great to use your stash for this! 

BACKGROUND MIX-UP
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Prints shown are from the "Her & History" Collection by

Bonnie Christine for Art Gallery Fabrics

https://www.loandbeholdstitchery.com/blogs/lo-and-behold/nightingale-quilt-pattern-my-scrappy-version


Some fabrics are "directional" meaning there is a certain "right way" or "wrong" way to orient the fabric. If

you are using a pattern that uses squares, this may or may not make a difference, because you can simply

rotate the squares so that the fabrics appear a certain way in the quilt. With Nightingale, the cutting

instructions within the pattern are for non-directional fabrics. You can, however, use directional fabrics for

this pattern, you'll just have to cut your fabrics a little differently and pay close attention when you go to sew

them together. I'll cover this when we get to those steps in the Quilt Along! So don't let directional fabrics

hold you back. :)

DIRECTION
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non-directional fabric directional fabric

Below, you can see an example of two different Nightingale blocks. For the one on the left, I did not pay

attention to my directional fabric (the orange stripe). For the block on the right, I did pay attention to the

directional fabric (the white stripe). The floral fabrics in both blocks are non-directional.
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